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The molecular structure of methyl methanethiosulfonate, CH3SO2SCH3, has been determined in the gas phase
from electron-diffraction data supplemented by ab initio (HF, MP2) and density functional theory (DFT)
calculations using 6-31G(d), 6-311++G(d,p), and 6-311G(3df,3pd) basis sets. Both experimental and theoretical
data indicate that although both anti and gauche conformers are possible by rotating about the S-S bond, the
preferred conformation is gauche. The barrier to internal rotation in the CSSC skeleton has been calculated
using the RHF/6-31G(d), MP2/6-31G(d), and B3LYP/6-31G(d) methods as well as MP2 with a 6-31G(3df)
basis set on sulfur and 6-31G(d) on C, H, and O. A 6-fold decomposition of the rotational barrier has been
performed in terms of a Fourier-type expansion, enabling us to analyze the nature of the potential function,
showing that the coefficientsV1 andV2 are the dominant terms;V1 is associated with nonbonding interactions,
andV2 is associated with hyperconjugative interactions. A natural bond orbital analysis showed that the lone
pair f σ* hyperconjugative interactions favor the gauche conformation. Furthermore, the infrared spectra
for the liquid and solid phases and the Raman spectrum for the liquid have been recorded, and the observed
bands have been assigned to the vibrational normal modes. The experimental vibrational data, along with
calculated theoretical force constants, were used to define a scaled quantum mechanical force field for the
target system that enabled us to estimate the measured frequencies with a final root-mean-square deviation
of 6 cm-1.

Introduction

Methanethiosulfonate reagents were first developed as tools
to probe the structures and functions of proteins, particularly
membrane proteins such as ion channels.1 The reagents react
selectively and rapidly with thiols (sulfhydryls) to form disulfide
bonds and, therefore, are highly efficient labeling agents for
cysteine residues in proteins.2 Papers have been published
describing applications of methanethiosulfonates in cancer
research3 and as chemopreventive agents for liver neoplasia
when administered in combination with Phenobarbital,4 a bio-
antimutagen reagent.5

Despite the vast interest in these compounds, the molecular
structure and vibrational characteristics of methyl methaneth-
iosulfonate, CH3SO2SCH3, (abbreviated MMTS) are still not
known. We have, therefore, extended our investigation of
different derivatives of methane-, trifluoromethane-, and trichlo-
romethanesulfonic acids6-10 to this substance to obtain more

information about the conformational characteristics and vibra-
tional spectrum. Methanesulfonates and methanethiosulfonates
can form both anti and gauche conformers by rotating about
the central O-S and S-S bonds, respectively, and their
preferences for one conformer or other have been studied in
the past both experimentally, mainly by NMR spectroscopy,11

and theoretically, using ab initio calculations,12 to determine
the effects of substituent groups on O and S. The gas-phase
structure of MMTS has been determined by gas-phase electron-
diffraction (GED) techniques. Additionally, infrared and Raman
spectra have been recorded in different physical states. These
experimental measurements were complemented by quantum
chemical calculations to obtain an optimized molecular structure
and a scaled quantum mechanical force field. Furthermore, the
barrier to internal rotation about the S-S bond has been
calculated using an assortment of computational approaches
(both ab initio and density functional theory (DFT)) and has
been fitted to a 6-fold Fourier-type expansion. This methodology
has allowed us to analyze the nature of the potential function
and to assess the preferred conformation of the molecule. The
study has been completed by natural bond orbital (NBO)
analysis to determine the presence of hyperconjugative interac-
tions, which would favor one conformation over another. We
have compared the experimental and theoretical structures and
conformations of MMTS with the experimental results previ-
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ously obtained for CF3SO2OCH3,6 CF3SO2OCF3,10 and the
carbonyl FCOSSCH3,13 all of which prefer gauche conforma-
tions.6

Experimental Section

A sample of MMTS was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and
was used without further purification.

Gas-Phase Electron Diffraction.Data were collected using
the Edinburgh GED apparatus14 using an accelerating voltage
of around 40 keV (ca. 6 pm electron wavelength) on Kodak
Electron Image films. Nozzle-to-film distances were determined
using benzene vapor as a standard immediately after recording
the diffraction patterns for MMTS. Sample and nozzle temper-
atures of 405 and 418 K, respectively, were used for the short
nozzle-to-camera distance (95.6 mm), and those for the long
nozzle-to-camera distance (259.1 mm) were 350 and 375 K.
The electron-scattering patterns were converted into digital form
using an Epson Expression 1680 Pro flatbed scanner and a
scanning program described elsewhere.15 Data reduction and
least-squares refinements were carried out using the ed@ed
program16 employing the scattering factors of Ross et al.17 The
scale factors,s limits, weighting points, correlation parameters,
and electron wavelengths are provided in Table S1 (Supporting
Information).

IR and Raman Spectroscopy.Infrared spectra for MMTS
in the liquid and solid phases were recorded in the 400-4000
cm-1 range using a Perkin-Elmer 1600 Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) instrument. The spectrum of the solid was
obtained after depositing the substance from the vacuum line
onto a KBr window maintained at about 197 K in a variable
temperature RIIC (VLT-2) cell. The Raman spectrum of the
liquid at room temperature was obtained with the FRA-106
accessory mounted on a Bruker IFS66 FTIR instrument, using
1064 nm light from a Nd/YAG laser for excitation.

Computational Details.The Gaussian 03 suite of programs18

was used with the resources of the EPSRC National Service
for Computational Chemistry Software19 running on a cluster
of 22 Linux Opteron nodes, where each Opteron server has twin
2.4 GHz Opteron 250 CPUs and 8 GB of memory connected
with a high-speed, low-latency Myrinet network. Geometry
optimizations were performed at the RHF, MP2, and DFT levels
using a variety of basis sets. A starting geometry was obtained
using RHF theory with a 3-21G(d) basis set20-22 followed by a

6-31G(d) basis set.23-25 Electron correlation was then considered
using the MP226 approach with the 6-31G(d) and 6-311G(3df,-
3pd)27-29 basis sets. DFT calculations were performed using
Becke’s three-parameter hybrid exchange functional30 (B3)
combined with both the Lee-Yang-Parr gradient-corrected
correlation functional31 (LYP) and the same basis sets as for
the MP2 calculations. All calculations were performed using
standard gradient techniques and default convergence criteria.
Stationary points were assessed through energy analytical second
derivatives, and zero-point energy corrections were neglected.
The natural bond orbital (NBO) calculation was performed using
the program NBO 3.132 as implemented in Gaussian 03. Atoms
in molecules (AIM) analysis was also performed by AIM200033

package at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.
The calculation of force constants for MMTS included a force

field transformation, scaling, and determination of the potential
energy distribution, which were performed with the program
FCARTP.34

Results and Discussion

Theoretical Study.All geometry optimizations (RHF, MP2,
and DFT with all basis sets) predicted a preferred gauche
conformation, in agreement with the experimental results.
Calculated geometric parameters for MMTS are listed in Table
1 along with the experimental electron-diffraction structure. As
was found for the related compound CF3SO2OCF3,10 inclusion
of extra polarization functions (beyond a single d function) is
necessary to predict the bond lengths in this type of molecule
accurately. The parameter most sensitive to this orbital descrip-
tion is the S-S bond, which was shortened by 4.4 pm upon
replacing the 6-311G(d) basis set with 6-311G(3df,3pd). All
bonds involving the SO2 sulfur atom were shortened by over 1
pm, but the remaining bond lengths were relatively unchanged.
An additional geometry optimization was performed with the
6-311G(d) basis on all atoms except sulfur, for which a 6-311G-
(3df) basis set was used. This produced a geometry close to
both the experimental structure and that calculated using the
6-311G(3df,3pd) basis set, demonstrating that only the polariza-
tion of the basis set on sulfur is critical for obtaining accurate
bond lengths in these types of structures.

From a chemical point of view, one of the main interests in
disulfides and their oxidized derivatives has been the study of
the preferred gauche conformation in contrast to similar

TABLE 1: Calculated Molecular Structure Parameters for MMTS and Corresponding GED Values (Distances in pm,
Angles in °)

B3LYP RHF MP2 GED

6-31G(d) 6-31G(d) 6-311G(d) 6-311G(3df,3pd) 6-311G(3df,3pd)a

energyb -1023.88881 -1024.78060 -1024.93463 -1025.28636 -1025.28327
C(1)-S(5) 177.42 178.38 178.19 176.52 176.00 178.46(25)
S(5)-O(6) 143.04 146.34 144.99 143.43 143.78 143.28(11)
S(5)-O(7) 143.33 146.75 145.40 143.74 143.78 143.62(11)
S(5)-S(12) 206.49 210.10 211.34 206.92 208.75 207.47(9)
C(8)-S(12) 181.70 181.35 180.86 180.38 180.60 182.20(26)
C-H mean 108.06 109.11 108.95 108.63 108.64 108.86(34)
H-C(1)-H 110.5 110.7 110.7 111.1 111.2 109.6(5)
H-C(8)-H 109.8 109.6 109.4 109.9 110.2 108.6(5)
C-S-O(6) 107.7 107.6 108.0 108.1 109.1 109.4(3)
C-S-O(7) 107.3 106.9 107.4 107.3 109.1 108.6(3)
C(1)-S-S 105.4 104.5 102.6 104.1 99.6 102.8(6)
C(8)-S-S 101.1 99.6 98.2 98.9 93.8 100.3(6)
O-S-O 121.2 122.4 122.2 121.9 119.4 121.0(2)
S-S-O(6) 105.4 105.3 106.1 105.1 108.9 103.9(3)
S-S-O(7) 108.8 108.8 108.8 108.9 108.9 109.7(2)
C-S-S-C 82.5 83.5 83.2 81.2 180.0 80.1(25)

a Cs conformer.b Units of energy are Hartrees. Not corrected for zero-point energy. See Figure 2 for atom numbering.
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compounds where the anti conformer is more stable. To gain
some insight into the rotational barrier of this compound, the
potential energy of the C-S-S-C torsion was calculated at
the RHF, MP2, and B3LYP levels using the 6-31G(d) basis set
and then again at the MP2 level using a 6-31G(d) basis set on
all atoms but sulfur for which a 6-31G(3df) basis set was used
(Figure 1). There is good agreement between the MP2 and
B3LYP methods, both identifying two minima, mirror images,
with S(12)-C(8) (see Figure 2 for atom numbering) ap-
proximately eclipsing one of the SdO bonds. The RHF scan,
however, predicted a third stable conformer withCs symmetry,
approximately 6 kJ mol-1 higher in energy than those withC1

symmetry (Table 2). A possible origin of thisCs local minimum
is the shortening of the S-S bond length predicted by RHF
with respect to the values arising from MP2 and B3LYP. As
mentioned above and as observed in Table 1, extra polarization
functions are required in the basis set on the sulfur atoms to
reproduce the experimental S-S bond length, whereas in the
RHF/6-31G(d) calculation, the error introduced by the basis set
deficiency is canceled by the omission of correlation energy.
A second MP2 scan was therefore performed with a 6-31G-
(3df) basis set on sulfur and revealed a very flat potential energy
curve in the C-S-S-C range 140-220° with a shallow local
minimum at 180° (Figure 1). An optimized geometry of this
structure was calculated, and frequency calculations at the same
level revealed only real frequencies, strengthening the argument
for the presence of a metastableCs-symmetric conformer. The
difference in energy between the optimized equilibrium geom-
etries of theC1 andCs conformers was calculated at this level
to be 8.0 kJ mol-1. However, the corresponding free-energy

difference at the GED experimental temperature (ca. 400 K)
was calculated to be only 1.3 kJ mol-1, giving a Boltzmann
population of ca. 25%. An attempt was made to confirm the
presence of this conformer experimentally by adding aCs

conformer to the GED model, although because of the similari-
ties of the radial-distribution functions of the two conformers,
no useful information was obtained.

The study of the nature of the barrier to rotation of the C-S-
S-C torsion in terms of hyperconjugative, steric, and electro-
static interactions will give us an insight into the reasons for
the relative stability of the gauche conformer. The potential
energy surface for the target torsion angle was calculated in 5°
steps in the range 0-180° allowing all other geometrical
parameters to relax. The energy profiles were fitted to a sixth-
order Fourier expansion35

whereN, the symmetry number, is equal to 1. No contributions
to torsional energies from zero-point energy were taken into
account.

The decomposition of the total energy function and the
analysis of the different termsVi has previously been shown to
be an effective method of analyzing the stabilization of different
conformations in molecular systems.36-39 Table 3 lists the six
Vi terms calculated for MMTS using the RHF, MP2, and B3LYP
methods with the 6-31G(d) basis set. With their large values,
V1 andV2 are the main contributions to the rotational barrier,

Figure 1. Torsional potential about the S-S bond in MMTS calculated
in 5° increments using RHF/6-31G(d) (dashed), B3LYP/6-31G(d) (light
gray), MP2/6-31G(d) (dark gray), and MP2 with a 6-31G(d) basis set
on all atoms except sulfur for which a 6-31G(3df) basis set was used
(black).

Figure 2. Molecular structure of the gauche conformer of MMTS
showing atom numbering.

Figure 3. Fourier decomposition of potential functionV(φ) for MMTS
calculated using MP2 with a 6-31G(d) basis set on all atoms except
sulfur for which a 6-31G(3df) basis set was used.

Figure 4. Fourier decomposition of potential functionV(φ) for MMTS
for B3LYP/6-31G(d). On the right is an enlargement of the region
containingV4, V5, andV6.

V(θ) ) ∑
i)1

6 1

2
ViN(1 - cosiNθ) (1)
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with V2 > V1 > V3. V4-6 are less significant when deconvoluting
the potential energy curve. The magnitudes and signs of the
two main terms are similar regardless of the level of theory
used to calculate them.V2 is usually associated with conjugative
and hyperconjugative effects that have a periodicity of 180°.
As for V1, it usually accounts for interactions between local
dipoles and for steric interactions. TheV3 term is associated
with unfavorable bond-bond eclipsing interactions, exhibiting
a 3-fold periodicity for a torsion involving sp3-hybridized sulfur
atoms.37

Figure 3 shows the Fourier decomposition for the potential
energy function calculated at the MP2 level of theory with the
6-31G(3df) basis set on sulfur and the 6-31G(d) basis set on
the remaining atoms.V1 is large and negative showing that there
is a strong preference for an anti geometry. This fact can be
rationalized by considering the interactions between the local
dipole through the SO2Me group and that through SMe. As
shown in Table 4, the overall dipole moment (µ) for the anti
conformer is smaller than that for the gauche conformer
indicating that in the anti conformer these local dipoles are
opposite in direction, consistent with the value forV1 given by
the Fourier analysis. An attempt was made to verify this
prediction by calculating Mulliken and natural population
analysis (NPA)40 charges, which are also shown in Table 4. As
atomic charges are not a quantum mechanical observable, these
calculated values should be treated with a great deal of caution.
It is evident that the Mulliken charges are highly unpredictable,
especially with respect to basis set, and that the values predicted
are unrealistic even with the largest basis set. The NPA charges
show more consistency but predict a local dipole on SMe in
the opposite direction to that anticipated by the Fourier analysis
and the molecular dipole moments,µ. Therefore, it remains
unclear whether or not theV1 term can be explained by
interactions between pairs of local dipoles for this compound.

As with theV1 term,V3 also preferentially stabilizes the anti
conformer, but the large and negativeV2 term favors the gauche
form over the anti conformer. The balance betweenV1, V2, and
V3 leads to the flat region in the potential curve between 130°
and 180°. Figure 4 shows the Fourier decomposition calculated
using B3LYP/6-31G(d), where such a flat region is not present
and the anti conformer is predicted to be unstable. Table 3 shows
that the value of theV3 term is 2.3 kJ mol-1 smaller for this
potential energy curve than for the MP2 curve shown in Figure
3, suggesting that the predicted steric eclipsing interactions are
much weaker. As a longer S-S bond would reduce the repulsive
steric interactions, this finding is consistent with the overestima-

tion of the S-S bond length at this level of theory, uncovered
by the GED analysis.

To summarize the Fourier analysis,V1 and V2 are the
dominant terms and are comparable in magnitude. However,
V2 is the more important for determining which conformer is
most stable as it stabilizes the gauche conformer without
stabilizing the anti conformer. Although theV3 term is unim-
portant in terms of determining which conformer is the more
stable, it is largely responsible for the shape of the potential
energy curve in the flatter region. SinceV2 is the most important
term of the Fourier expansion, it can be inferred that hyper-
conjugative effects are more important than steric or electrostatic
interactions in predicting the lowest-energy structure.

The role of hyperconjugative interactions in the stabilization
of the gauche conformer has been assessed using NBO analysis,
where the hyperconjugation represents the transfer of an electron
between a lone pair or bonding orbital and an antibonding
orbital. Table 5 contains the main hyperconjugative interactions
for the gauche and anti forms of MMTS. In terms of the NBO
analysis, hyperconjugation interactions are more favored in the
gauche conformation than in the anti one. Thus, lone pairs of
the oxygen and sulfur atoms transfer electronic charge to the
antibondingσ* orbital of the C-S and SdO bonds and these
stabilizing interactions are stronger for the gauche form. A
comparative study of the skeleton internal barrier and the
corresponding NBO analysis for this family of compounds has
been done by the authors and will be the subject of another
paper to be published.

One final attempt was made to rationalize the composition
of MMTS. Bader’s atoms in molecules theory41 (AIM) predicts
a stabilizing intramolecular contact involving a H(11) and an
O(6). This interaction is not supported by the NBO analysis
provided no second-order perturbation contributions are found.
Since the default output for NBO 3.1 code reports only those
second-order terms achieving a threshold of around 1 kJ mol-1

for intramolecular interactions, we consider that the target
contact is very weak and that it does not modify the conclusions
already outlined. One should bear in mind the fact that the sum
of the second-order contributions reported in Table 5 favors
the gauche conformation over the anti one by approximately
16 kJ mol-1.

GED Study. The molecular model for the GED refinement
was assigned overallC1 symmetry as predicted by the ab initio
calculations (Tables S2 and S3, Supporting Information). (The
atom numbering used in the model and calculations is shown
in Figure 2.) The structure of MMTS was defined in terms of
19 independent parameters, comprising six bond lengths and
differences, eight bond angles and differences, two tilt angles,
and three torsional angles.

The bonded S-S distance was defined individually (p2) and,
on the basis of the ab initio calculations and the low scattering
ability of hydrogen, the six C-H bonds were assumed to be of
equal length (p1). The SdO bond lengths were defined in terms
of the average (p5) and difference [SdO(7) minus S)O(6),p6]
as were the two C-S bonds [p3 is the average andp4 is defined
as C(8)-S(12) minus C(1)-S(5)].

TABLE 2: Energy Differences between the Gauche (C1) and Anti (Cs) Conformers of MMTS at Different Levels of Theorya

conformer B3LYP/6-31G(d) RHF/6-31G(d) MP2/6-31G(d) MP2/6-311G(3df,3pd)

C1 -1026.58761 -1023.89111 -1024.78060 -1025.28636
Cs -1026.58529 -1023.88881 -1024.77818 -1025.28327
∆E/kJ mol-1 6.1 6.0 6.3 8.1

a Absolute energies are in Hartrees. Not corrected for zero-point energy.

TABLE 3: Fourier Expansion Parameters/kJ mol-1 for
MMTS

B3LYP/6-31G(d) RHF/6-31G(d) MP2/a

V1 -17.78 -19.83 -21.21
V2 -18.66 -21.00 -23.30
V3 -8.99 -13.22 -11.30
V4 -2.89 -3.18 -0.67
V5 0.13 -0.63 0.21
V6 -0.75 -0.92 -0.38

a 6-31G(d) on all atoms except sulfur for which a 6-31G(3df) basis
set was used.
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The geometry of the sulfonyl group in relation to C(1) and
S(12) was described using the S-S-C(1) angle (p7), the average
of the two S-SdO angles (p8) in combination with their
difference [S-SdO(7) minus S-S)O(6),p9], and the average
of the two C-SdO angles (p10) combined with their difference
[C-SdO(6) minus C-S)O(7), p11].

Local C3 symmetry was assumed for both methyl groups.
Separate internal H-C-H angles were used for each methyl
group. These were defined in terms of the average H-C-H
angle (p13) and the difference (p14) between the averages for
the two groups [H-C(1)-H minus H-C(8)-H]. The methyl
group containing C(1) was oriented with respect to the rest of
the molecule using a tilt angle (p15, defined as the angle between
the localC3 axis and the C-S bond with a reduction in the
S-C-H(2) angle being positive) and the S-S-C-H(2) torsion

(p18). The positioning of C(8) was performed using a second
S-S-C angle (p12) and the C-S-S-C torsion (p17). Finally,
hydrogen atoms 9-11 were positioned using a second tilt angle
(p16, defined as above with a reduction of the S-C-H(10) angle
being positive) and the S-S-C-H(10) angle (p19). As an
internal H-C-H angle was used for each methyl group, these
angles were unaffected by application of the torsion or tilt
angles.

A second GED refinement was performed using a two-
conformer model. However, the radial-distribution functions for
the two conformers are so similar that either conformer or any
mixture of conformers fitted the data equally well. Therefore,
only the single-conformer (C1) refinement is presented.

The GED refinement was carried out using the SARACEN
method,42 which allows parameters to be restrained to calculated
values with specified uncertainties, on the basis of the degree

TABLE 4: Atomic Charges and Dipole Moments (µ) for MMTS Calculated with (a) the Mulliken Theory and (b) the NPA
Theory Using Different Methods

gaucheφ((CSSC)) 80.1°a anti f ((CSSC)) 180.0°
RHF/6-31G(d) MP2/6-31G(d) B3LYP/6-31G(d) HF/6-31G(d) MP2/6-31G(d) B3LYP/6-31G(d)

(a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b)

C(1)H3 -0.007 -0.120 0.003 -0.110 0.017 -0.130 -0.013 -0.113 -0.005 -0.100 0.026 -0.100
S(5) 1.283 2.254 1.294 2.205 0.959 2.067 1.273 2.246 1.284 2.192 0.943 1.989
O(6) -0.654 -1.047 -0.683 -1.045 -0.513 -0.938 -0.659 -1.054 -0.674 -1.039 -0.504 -0.917
O(7) -0.665 -1.058 -0.669 -1.034 -0.503 -0.947 -0.659 -1.054 -0.674 -1.039 -0.504 -0.917
S(12) 0.038 0.023 0.053 0.039 0.018 0.009 0.034 0.003 0.053 0.022 0.016-0.014
C(8)H3 0.005 -0.050 0.003 -0.050 0.008 -0.060 0.020 -0.027 0.016 -0.03 5 0.023 -0.040
µ/Debye 5.072 5.072 5.138 5.138 4.360 4.360 3.108 3.108 3.250 3.250 2.510 2.510

a GED value.

TABLE 5: Important Hyperconjugative Interactions (kJ
mol-1) for MNTS Calculated Using the B3LYP/
6-311++G(d,p) Methoda

gaucheφ
(CSSC)) 86.4°

antiφ
(CSSC)) 180.0°

LP S(12)f σ* C(1)-S(5) 12.13
LP S(12)f σ* S(5)dO(6) 9.20 6.52
LP S(12)f σ* S(5)dO(7) 2.93 6.52
LP O(6)f σ* S(5)-S(12) 109.60 106.70
LP O(6)f σ* S(5)dO(7) 37.24 38.91
LP O(6)f σ* C(1)-S(5) 69.90 50.21
LP O(7)f σ* S(5)-S(12) 83.30 106.70
LP O(7)f σ* C(1)-S(5) 71.90 50.21
LP O(7)f σ* S(5)dO(6) 24.27 38.91
total 420.50 404.70

a LP is a lone pair on the specified atom.

Figure 5. Experimental and difference (experimental minus theoretical)
radial-distribution curves,P(r)/r, for MMTS. Before Fourier inversion,
the data were multiplied bys: exp[(-0.00002s2)/(ZS - fS)2].

Figure 6. Experimental and weighted difference (experimental minus
theoretical) molecular-scattering intensity curves for CH3SO2SCH3.

Figure 7. Infrared spectra of MMTS in the liquid phase (upper trace;
resolution 2 cm-1) and in the solid phase (lower trace; thin layer on
KBr window; resolution 2 cm-1).
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of convergence of the calculations. All 19 independent param-
eters were refined, along with one individual and seven groups
of amplitudes of vibration, producing anRG factor of 0.081 (RD

) 0.048). The force field obtained at the MP2/6-31G(d) level
was then used by the program SHRINK43 to obtain estimates
of the amplitudes of vibration (uh1) and perpendicular vibrational
correction terms (kh1) used in the GED refinement. The refined
parameters are displayed in Table 6 along with the correspond-
ing values predicted by MP2/6-311G(3df,3pd) calculations. The
radial-distribution and molecular-intensity scattering curves are
shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.

Restraints on geometrical parameters were derived from the
MP2/6-311G(3df,3pd) calculated values. Those applied directly
to independent or dependent parameters are listed in Table 6.
A full list of interatomic distances and corresponding amplitudes
of vibration is given in Table S4 (Supporting Information). The
amplitude of vibration for the S-S bond was refined individu-
ally as this was the only distance comprising heavy atoms
contributing to the corresponding peak in the radial-distribution
curve (Figure 5). Seven groups of amplitudes, corresponding
to the remaining peaks in the radial-distribution curve, were
also refined. Those amplitudes corresponding to nonbonded
distances were restrained with uncertainties of 10% of their
calculated values, as were the group of amplitudes for the
bonded C-S distances. The least-squares correlation matrix
(Table S5, Supporting Information) shows all parameters with
greater than 50% correlation.

Vibrational Study. The major conformer of MMTS hasC1

symmetry, and its 30 normal modes of vibration are active in
both the IR and Raman spectra. Representative spectra appear
in Figures 7 (IR spectra of the liquid and solid phases) and 8-
(Raman spectrum of the liquid), and the frequencies of the
observed spectral features appear in Table S6 (Supporting
Information). The calculations were based in these condensed
state data because the low vapor pressure of the substance
prevented the collection of gas-phase frequencies more ap-
propriate for comparison with the theoretical frequencies.

The DFT calculations carried out with the B3LYP/6-31G(d)
combination of functional and basis set reproduced the normal
frequencies of vibration with a root-mean-square deviation
(rmsd) of 79 cm-1. These calculated frequencies were used for
the vibrational analysis to allow comparison of the present
results with those obtained for related molecules. In addition,
the B3LYP/6-31G(d) approach has previously been extensively
used for vibrational calculations as a good compromise between
economy of computational resources, accuracy, and applicability
to many-atoms systems.6-10 The selected experimental and the
calculated frequencies of vibration are reported in Table 7. The

assignments of spectral features to the different modes of
vibration (Tables 7 and S6, Supporting Information) are based
on the calculated frequencies, the infrared and Raman intensities,
and the comparison with known data for related molecules.

Methyl Modes.Three well-defined bands can be observed in
the 3100-2900 cm-1 region and are assigned to the six CH3

stretching modes. The strongest band in the Raman spectrum,
at 2929 cm-1, has a strong counterpart in the IR spectrum, split
into two components at 2931 and 2924 cm-1 at low temperature.
These features are assigned to the symmetric stretching modes
of the two methyl groups. The symmetric CH3 stretching modes
in CH3SO2OH44 and CCl3SCH3

45 appear at 2942 and 2926 cm-1,
respectively.

The bands at 3027 and 3010 cm-1 are due to the four
antisymmetric CH3 stretching modes. The first one is assigned
to theν2 andν3 modes, predicted at almost the same frequency
by the calculations (Table 7), whereas the second band is
assigned toν4. No band was observed that could be assigned
to the remaining stretching mode,ν1.

The six deformation modes of the CH3 groups should appear
in the 1500-1300 cm-1 region, where two groups of bands are
observed. The first group, located between 1480 and 1380 cm-1,
corresponds to the four antisymmetric CH3 deformation modes,
although only three bands can be discerned in the spectra. The
location of these features are in agreement with the calculated
frequencies for theν9 and ν10 modes (Table 7). The two
symmetric CH3 deformation modes appear close together as a
strong infrared band, centered at 1327 cm-1, which partially
overlaps the strong SO2 stretching band at 1304 cm-1.

The strong band at 958 cm-1, flanked by shoulders in the IR
and Raman spectra, is assigned to the four rocking modes of
the CH3 groups. This is in accordance with the close-lying
frequencies predicted by the calculations for these modes (Table
7).

SO2 Modes.Two strong infrared bands, at 1304 and 1133
cm-1, are assigned to the SO2 antisymmetric and symmetric
stretching modes, respectively. The first value is considerably
lower than the corresponding one measured for CF3SO2OCF3

(1469 cm-1).10 A comparable shift of the antisymmetric mode
in the hydrogenated molecule was also observed on going from
CF3SO2OCH2CF3 (1448 cm-1)7 to CH3SO2OCH2CH3 (1350
cm-1).9

The medium-intensity band located at 483 cm-1 in the
infrared and Raman spectra is assigned to the SO2 bending
mode. It is strongly mixed with the C(1)-S stretching and the
SO2 wagging modes. The low-frequency modes corresponding
to the vibrations of the whole SO2 group appear at 557 cm-1

(SO2 wagging), 394 cm-1 (SO2 rocking), and 304 cm-1 (SO2

twisting). These assignments are supported by the corresponding
measured frequencies for the CF3SO2X molecules46 and by the
present calculations.

Skeletal Modes.The S-S stretch, which is strongly mixed
with the SO2 wagging and rocking modes, appears as a main
component of theν21, ν23, andν24 modes, associated with strong
Raman bands at 557, 394, and 360 cm-1. The first band is not
far from that assigned to the S-S stretching in FC(O)SSCH3,
located at 537 cm-1.47

The C(1)-S and C(8)-S stretching modes are associated with
the bands located at 748 and 698 cm-1, respectively, in the
infrared and Raman spectra. The deformations of the angles
between these bonds and the S-S bond cause the weak Raman
bands at 253 and 200 cm-1, respectively.

Torsional Modes.There are three torsional modes, which
should have low frequencies. In accordance with the theoretical

Figure 8. Raman spectrum of liquid MMTS; resolution 4 cm-1.
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calculations, the weak Raman bands located at 253 and 114
cm-1 can be assigned to the torsional vibrations of the C(1)H3

and C(8)H3 methyl groups, respectively, whereas the torsion
around the S-S bond is assigned to the lowest observed band
at approximately 76 cm-1.

Calculation of Force Constants. The B3LYP/6-31G(d)
Cartesian force field was transformed to the set of nonredundant,
natural coordinates defined in Table S7 (Supporting Informa-
tion). Such coordinates take into account the local symmetry
around the C and S atoms and follow the proposals of Fogarasi

TABLE 6: GED Refined Parameters for MMTS (Distances in pm, Angles in°)
independent parameter description GED value MP2/6-311G(3df,3pd)a

p1 rC-H 108.86(34) 108.63
p2 rS-S 207.47(9) 206.92
p3 rC-S mean 180.33(10) 178.45
p4 rC(8)-S(12) minus C(1)-S(5) 3.74(47) 3.86(50)
p5 rSO mean 143.45(4) 143.59
p6 rS-O(7) minus S-O(6) 0.34(19) 0.31(20)
p7 ∠S-S-C(1) 102.8(6) 104.1
p8 ∠S-S-O mean 106.8(2) 107.0
p9 ∠S-S-O(7) minus S-S-O(6) 5.8(3) 3.8(10)
p10 ∠C-S-O mean 109.0(2) 107.7
p11 ∠C-S-O(6) minus C-S-O(7) 0.8(5) 0.8(5)
p12 ∠S-S-C(8) 100.3(6) 98.9
p13 ∠H-C-H mean 109.1(5) 110.5(10)
p14 ∠H-C(1)-H minus H-C(8)-H 0.9(5) 1.1(5)
p15 ∠Me C(1) tilt 1.5(9) 1.6(10)
p16 ∠Me C(8) tilt 1.9(9) 2.5(10)
p17 φC-S-S-C 279.9(25) 278.8
p18 φS-S-C-H(2) 179.6(19) 179.7(20)
p19 φS-S-C-H(10) 190.3(43) 191.1(50)

Dependent Parameter
d1 ∠O-S-O 121.0(2) 121.9(4)
d2 ∠S-S-C(1) minus S-S-C(8) 2.5(11) 5.2(20)
d3 ∠C-S-O minus S-S-O (p10 - p8) 2.1(3) 0.7(10)

a Where calculated values are followed by a number in parentheses, a restraint was applied to the corresponding parameter using the calculated
value. The numbers in parentheses are the uncertainties of the restraints.

TABLE 7: Observed and Calculated Frequencies, Infrared and Raman Intensities, and Potential Energy Distribution for
MMTS

mode observed calculateda
calc.
SQMb

IR
intensitiesc

Raman
activityd

potential energy
distribution (g10%)e

approximate
description

of mode

1 3202 3046 0.39 44.9 96 S1 νasC(1)H3

2 3027 3183 3029 0.34 80.8 95 S2 νasC(1)H3

3 3027 3181 3027 1.46 37.2 78 S3 + 20 S4 νasC(8)H3

4 3011 3160 3007 5.28 88.6 21 S3 + 80 S4 νasC(8)H3

5 2931 3085 2935 0.26 109.6 99 S5 νs C(1)H3

6 2924 3074 2924 13.2 125.7 99 S6 νs C(8)H3

7 1428 1509 1435 13.56 11.7 93 S7 δasC(8)H3

8 1414 1494 1419 11.43 20.3 90 S8 δasC(8)H3

9 1409 1481 1405 3.25 10.6 94 S9 δasC(1)H3

10 1409 1480 1404 7.18 14.9 91 S10 δasC(1)H3

11 1327 1387 1334 12.86 5.1 83 S11 + 15 S13 δs C(8)H3

12 1327 1374 1321 10.06 0.9 99 S12 δs C(1)H3

13 1304 1329 1301 155.92 6.1 20 S11 + 77 S13 νasSO2

14 1131 1118 1133 163.28 12.0 92 S14 νs SO2

15 983 1002 980 6.51 4.14 89 S15 F C(8)H3

16 972 1001 975 2.25 6.4 73 S16 F C(8)H3

17 958 991 958 35.19 5.5 73 S17 F C(1)H3

18 958 987 953 4.58 7.6 10 S16 + 70 S18 F C(1)H3

19 748 725 740 74.68 12.2 73 S19 + 21 S23 ν C(1)S(5)
20 698 699 703 2.05 10.2 100 S20 ν S(12)C(8)
21 557 527 565 104.57 10.3 30 S21 + 45 S22 + 24 S23 ν S(5)S(12)
22 483 457 486 36.15 8.7 21 S19 + 41 S22 + 32 S23 w SO2

23 394 373 397 0.47 7.8 10 S23 + 39 S24+ 18 S28 δ SO2

24 360 327 353 0.49 13.9 12 S18 + 37 S21 + 10 S23 + 40 S24 F SO2

25 304 277 297 0.01 8.9 81 S25 tw SO2

26 253 227 253 1.74 0.9 100 S26 τ C(1)S(5)S(12)
27 253 223 249 0.74 1.4 92 S27 τ C(1)H3

28 200 189 199 1.17 1.1 20 S24 + 61 S28 δ S(5)S(12)C(8)
29 114 111 123 0.45 0.3 100 S29 τ C(8)H3

30 76 64 71 3.07 1.1 100 S30 τ S-S
RMSD (cm-1) 79 6

a B3LYP/6-31G* calculation. Observed and calculated values in cm-1. b From scaled quantum mechanics force field (see text).c Units are km
mol-1. d Units are Å4 (amu)-1. e Coordinate numbers correspond to Table S4 (Supporting Information).
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et al.48 The resulting force field was subsequently scaled using
the scheme proposed by Pulay et al.,49 where the diagonal force
constants are multiplied by a set of scale factorski, kj, ... and
the corresponding interaction constants are multiplied by (ki ×
kj)1/2. A set of initial scale factors was defined using the values
recommended by Kalincsa´k and Pongor50 where available and
using unity for the remaining ones. These scale factors were
subsequently fitted by a least-squares procedure to obtain the
best fit to the experimental frequencies. (Initial and final scale
factors are available in Table S8, Supporting Information.) All
vibrational bands were assigned the same weight in the
adjustment except for those missing or showing uncertain
frequencies; in these cases, a value of zero was used. No
empirical correction of the theoretical geometry was used. The
potential energy distribution matrix was calculated with the
resulting scaled quantum mechanics (SQM) force field. The final
rmsd and potential energy distribution are presented in Table
7.

The SQM force field (Table S9, Supporting Information) was
used to calculate the internal force constants shown in Table 8.
They are compared with equivalent values for related molecules.
It can be seen that the force constants corresponding to internal
coordinates comprising the two bonded S atoms in CH3SO2-
SCH3 have lower values than those calculated for the other
molecules. This can be explained by the higher mass and larger
atomic radius of the sulfur atom.

Conclusions

A complete investigation of the gas-phase molecular structure
of MMTS was carried out using electron-diffraction techniques
complemented by theoretical methods. The experimental struc-
ture shows that this molecule is present mainly as a gauche
conformer having a C-S-S-C dihedral angle of 80.1(25)°,
very close to the 81-87° range of values predicted by quantum
chemical calculations. A second conformer having a plane of
symmetry (Cs point group) is apparent in the scan of the
potential energy surface associated with the C-S-S-C torsion
angle at the RHF level and is confirmed by MP2 calculations
using a 6-31G(3df) basis set on sulfur and a 6-31G(d) basis set
on the remaining atoms. ThisCs conformer is located 8.0 kJ
mol-1 higher than the most stable, gauche conformer. These
results are in agreement with what seem to be common structural
characteristics of covalent sulfonates. The decomposition of the
potential energy function as a Fourier expansion and the analysis
of the different terms (Vi) has shown to be useful in analyzing

the relative stabilities of different conformations of molecular
systems. SinceV2 is the main term of the Fourier expansion, it
is concluded that the hyperconjugative effects, rather than the
steric or repulsive interactions, are the driving force for the
observed composition.

The role of hyperconjugative interactions in the stabilization
of the gauche form has been assessed by NBO analysis, where
the hyperconjugation represents an electron transfer between
lone pairs or bonding orbitals and antibonding orbitals.

IR and Raman spectra were obtained for MMTS, in which
bands assignable to 29 out of the expected 30 normal modes of
vibration were observed. The vibrational data were used as a
basis to define an SQM force field and internal force constants
for MMTS.
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